SBRGC.ARC2
Rifle and Pistol
This match is designed to help you develop modern defensive rifle skills with general
purpose rifles such as the AR-15. With this goal in mind, you need to make sure that
your equipment is functioning properly before coming to the match. Make sure your
rifle/ammunition combination cycle properly, your sights are working and calibrated for
100 yd. zero, (recommended), magazines install securely and drop free when released,
slings mounted securely and placed for effective use, fore-grips, bi-pods, etc., properly
and firmly mounted. More specifically, the rifle you use must be:
•
•
•
•
•
•

semi-automatic
detachable box fed magazines ( 4 minimum; 10 round capacity)
any sight system
properly functioning safety
sling
bolt must remain open when unloaded and clear

Rifles that are finicky and prone to functional difficulties should be avoided, as they will
hinder the intended training purpose of this match. Remember, our purpose is to learn
how to run the system, not to diagnose why it won't work properly.
Your rifle does not have to be an AR-15 type, but could be one of many other semiauto, box fed magazine rifles such as: M1 Carbine, AK 47, M1A, Ruger 10/22, Mini-14,
Mini-30...etc.

PISTOL:

The transition to pistol portion of the first two stages (7 and 15 yds) will
require the use of a full size semi-auto pistol, a holster in which to carry it, and two
magazines. The pistol may be any caliber and type. The holster must be of rigid
materials that retain its shape and position when the pistol is withdrawn. It must
completely cover the trigger guard, and mount on the shooters firing side hip. No crossdraw or chest rig holsters are allowed.
Ammunition: Rifle- 100 rounds (83 for the match), Pistol- 25 rounds (22 for the match)
There will be somewhere between 15 and 20 magazine cycles (in and out), so an
efficient system for assisting those mag. changes will be helpful for bullet button
equipped guns. One such system, by Thordson Customs,
http://www.thordsencustoms.com/shop/ULTIMATE-BULLET-BUTTON-TOOLUBBT/SELF-INSTALL-KITS.htm, is about as good as you can get. Take a look.

